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Milty
Milty products have evolved and refined over time resulting in truly fantastic products. Through thoughtful design
and intuitive handling, all Milty products are exceptionally easy to use.

Foculpods (4pk)

Zerostat 3
Effective at neutralising static charges on virtually any surface without the need of sprays.
The Zerostat 3 is highly rated for its ability to improve the sound quality of records and CDs by removing
static. The Zerostat 3 incorporates a unique Piezo Crystal device which generates a positive electrical
charge of ions with one gentle squeeze of the trigger, and a negative charge on release of the trigger so
cancelling the charges on the disc. Constructed from durable hard plastic, it requires no batteries or refills
and is a long lasting alternative to cleaning brushes.
Stock Code

Description

MI0060M

ZEROSTAT ANTI-STATIC GUN

Foculpods are high performance vibration
absorbing supports designed to be placed under CD
Players, Turntables, Amplifiers, Loudspeakers and
all other Audio, Video & Computer equipment. Each
Foculpod is accurately replicated from a precisely
machined and polished master in order to provide
equal dimensional and volumetric support.
Specifications:
• Material: Advanced polymer
• Foculpod Overall Size:  50mm x 20mm
• 4 Foculpods will support 10 kilos
Stock Code

Description

MI0050

FOCULPODS (4PK)

Record Brush

Exstatic Record Sleeves

Polipods (8pk)

Removes unwanted dust, dirt or small particles
from your vinyl record whilst reducing any static
charges.

Most records are positively charged with static
electricity. This positive charge attracts dust and
grime to the disc groove, resulting in clicks, crackle
and unwanted surface noises and also accelerates
deterioration of the stylus. These sleeves safely
protect the disc inside the outer sleeve, reducing
the positive charge, thereby releasing the dust.

Polipods are high performance vibration absorbing
supports designed to be placed under CD Players,
Turntables, Amplifiers, Loudspeakers and all other
Audio, Video & Computer equipment. Each Polipod
is accurately replicated from a precisely machined
and polished master in order to provide equal
dimensional and volumetric support.

Stock Code

Specifications:
• Polipod Overall Size: 40mm x 16mm

Stock Code

Description

MI0135

RECORD BRUSH

GL0205M

Description
GOLDRING EXSTATIC RECORD
SLEEVE (25 PK)

• 4 Polipods will support 5 kilos
Stock Code

Description

MI0055

POLIPODS (8PK)
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Permaclean
Cleans vinyl, cds and dvds to perfection!
Permaclean is a remarkable cleaning system
that rapidly removes all contaminants from
vinyl records, CDs and DVDs - from dust and grit
to greasy fingerprints! Permaclean safely and
quickly removes unwanted grime that causes
serious background noise. Your records and discs
are restored to virtually mint condition after the
Permaclean treatment. When used in conjunction
with Permostat it proves a most effective record/
disc restorative. The Permaclean Kit includes
the unique double sided Duopad and will treat
approximately 40 records.

Pixall MK II

Duopad - 10 per box

The record cleaner that really works!

• Unique double-sided pad for effective cleaning

The internationally acclaimed Pixall Mk II Roller
has proved to be the most effective dry cleaning
system yet devised for removing not just surface
dust but, more importantly, damaging microdust
particles embedded deep within the record grooves.
The specially formulated cleaning tape is rolled
over the surface of the record to pick up debris and
dust, powerfully and quickly. When the roller itself
becomes dirty and loses its effectiveness, simply
peel back the tape to expose a fresh layer. Easy fit
refills are available which hold a further 1.85m of
the special record cleaning tape.

• Supplied with protective cover

Stock Code

Description

MI0005M

PIXALL ROLLER MK II

MI0015M

PIXALL REFILL MK II

Stock Code

Description

MI0040

DUOPAD (1)

Refills are also available.
Stock Code

Description

MI0030M

PERMA CLEAN KIT

MI0035M

PERMA CLEAN REFILL

Super Exstatic Disc Cleaner

Permostat
The simple way to eliminate static permanently!

A highly effective solution to grime and dust inside
the record groove. The carbon fibre filaments and
a soft velvet cleaning pad remove the unwanted
materials at a stroke leaving the groove clean,
prolonging the life of both disc and stylus.

Permostat is a unique anti-static record preservative. A single application of the fluid will completely
eliminate static electricity for the average life expectancy of a vinyl record. Permostat’s blend of properties
not only totally eliminates static but also dramatically prolongs the life of both the record and the stylus by
reducing damaging friction between stylus-tip and groove. Permostat is available in kit form, incorporating
the unique double-sided Duopad. A standard size bottle of Permostat will protect 25 records.

Stock Code

Description

Refills are also available

MI0075

SUPER EXSTATIC BRUSH (1)

Stock Code

Description

MI0020M

PERMOSTAT KIT

MI0025M

PERMOSTAT REFILL
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